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Editorial
apoliticism ignores the fact that society is dynamic
and will always evolve. Which political and social
inclination, however, rules the conversation will
determine the trajectory of events. Either with
or without apolitical consent, change will occur.

Students
have
a
propensity to approach
social dialogue with
an apolitical, fact-ofthe-matter mentality,
especially those who
study subjects that are
typically non-political.
Neutrality in a period
of escalating political
division,
possibly
by one side more so
than the other, is not
commendable, even though unwavering devotion
to objectivity and factualism is undoubtedly
a virtue. I try to explain why “apoliticism” is
bad for society and for people in this editorial.

Secondly, adopting apolitical views frequently
results in the acceptance of ill-considered,
“Tech-Bro” answers to difficult situations with
multiple dimensions. I’ve come across a lot of
scientific students who love people like Elon
Musk, Bill Gates, and Jeff Bezos without irony or
critical thought—to the point where they turn
to them for advice on politics. These individuals
do, of course, have a role in society and the
conversation, but solutions to social, political,
and economic issues should not be sought from
them.The sheer impracticality of many of Musk’s
larger ideas has drawn criticism from industry
insiders, and his own personal background is
nothing to be admired. As a society, we must
consider these issues and allow answers to emerge
in the marketplace of ideas rather than just letting
science, technology, human intellect, or the
genius of the free market “loose” on them. The
purpose of publications like Politicia is to expose
readers to a variety of viewpoints, with which
they may or may not agree, but which nonetheless
push them to create their own opinions.

First of all, it’s important to realise that being
apolitical doesn’t necessarily mean a person is cut off
from politics. While the absence of strong opinions
about one’s surroundings may give the appearance
of moral neutrality, apoliticism is actually covert
support for the status quo. On all ends of the
political spectrum, radicals aim to fundamentally
modify, if not completely overthrow, the current
situation, while moderates want to maintain it
while making changes to suit their tastes. However,
those who, deliberately or unknowingly, describe
themselves as apolitical accept the existing
quo in a somewhat unquestioning manner.
How? The world has evolved historically over
centuries to get to where it is today, and centuries
more will advance it. Apoliticism embraces
the “end of history theory” because it rejects
the idea that materialistic causes shape history.
Furthermore, years of social and cultural
conditioning have trained us to accept things as
they are and have made even the most absurd
behaviours seem normal to us. Once more,

Editor-In-Chief-Politica
Agastya Raj Pahwa
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End of the

Second Elizabethan Era
“I declare before you all that my whole life, whether it be long or short, shall be devoted to your service,
and to the service of our great imperial family to which we all belong .” - Her Royal Highness The Princess
Elizabeth Alexandra Mary of York, Cape Town, 1947
It is possible to admire Her while keeping an upright
aversion to the crimes and horrors of colonialism,
and therefore I celebrate the magnificent life and legacy of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. The Queen
passed away on September 8 2022. Queen Elizabeth
was born in 1926 to the Duke and Duchess of York
during the reign of her grandfather, George V, King of
Britain and Emperor of India. Just 10 years later, The
King died, passing the throne to her uncle Edward
VIII. Her uncle however, abdicated just months into
his reign, and her father, Prince Albert, reluctantly
took the British throne as King George VI, Emperor
of India. Elizabeth’s life changed forever, making her
the heir apparent to the throne of the largest empire in
the world. In 1952, George VI passed away unexpectedly, leaving the throne to a young Princess Elizabeth.
Little did the world know that this young princess
would go on to be the longest reigning monarch in the
history of Britain. After 70 years of successful reign
and becoming the longest-reigning monarch in British history, she died peacefully at her private estate in
Balmoral, Scotland. Elizabeth II’s was a life well lived.
Queen Elizabeth II had a reign unparalleled by any
other, the effects of which are felt in each corner of
the world. Her reign witnessed the disintegration
of the British Empire, catastrophic tragedies, triumphal accomplishments and extreme social shifts.
During her reign the cold war ended, and so did the
United Kingdom’s 50 years of experiment with the
European Union. She was herself, however, monumental, unvarying. She ruled to appoint 15 British Prime Ministers, from Winston Churchill to Liz
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Ministers, from Winston Churchill to Liz Truss,
who were born 101 years apart from each other.
Her death marks not just the end of an era, but
also perhaps, the end of the final link between
Britain’s imperial past as the strongest country
on earth and the modern world, a time in which
many monarchies have struggled to stay relevant, or even survive. The various reactions to
Her death highlight the complicated legacy that
She leaves behind; this is especially evident in
the former British colonies- where people have
shown sympathy, as well as condemned sympathy. The Britain that Elizabeth took over from
her father King George VI in 1952 is absolutely
divergent from the one she left for her son, King
Charles III in 2022. When Elizabeth became
Queen, Britain had just come out of the second
world war, it was recovering from the social, political and economic repercussions of years of
military conflicts it was involved in throughout
the Empire and the world. She took the throne
of an England that was more conservative, whiter, more traditional and patriarchal than the one
we have lived to see. The Britain that Charles III
now takes over is much more liberal, coloured
and equal, with its own problems of course.
As Britain reconciles itself with the death of
Queen Elizabeth II, the arrival of King Charles
III and this new Carolean era has a lot in store
for the United Kingdom, expectations and disappointments fill the British air. Her Majesty The
Queen was the soul of the British spirit, she ap-
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appeared on more currencies than any other monarch, you could not send a letter without seeing her
face. Elizabeth II is woven into the fabric of British
life so strongly that it has become nearly impossible
for not only Britons but people around the world to
think of a Britain without her. She is the only monarch that much of the last 3 generations have known
and seen. Her portraits and cypher were to be seen
everywhere, in every government building, post, and
telephone booth, all around the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the countries
where she was queen. Monarchy is the ultimate
elite institution rooted in the privilege of birth and
we are living in times in which elites are out. But
somehow under the Queen, the British monarchy
has been a subject of fascination around the world.
When Queen Victoria died in 1901, novelist Henry
James said ‘We all feel motherless today’. Reactions
are similar around the world; people around the
commonwealth realm mourning their Queen of 70
years. Her Majesty’s funeral was a historical event,
probably the grandest to take place in the 21st century. When the Queen lay in state in Westminster
Abbey, people queued up for as long as 6 miles and
waited for hours and hours, sleeping in tents on
the streets, in order to catch a glimpse of her coffin
and pay their last respects to their beloved Queen.
The Queen’s hard work and dedication to her own
country and the commonwealth were known to the
world. In 2017, at the age of 91, she attended 291
public engagements. When her husband of 73 years,
HRH Prince Philip The Duke of Edinburgh died, she
took only four days off. She went through her Red
Box, a case filled with government documents that
required her attention, every single day throughout
her reign, taking days off only for Christmas and
Easter. The Queen’s role and reign extended beyond
just one small island in the North Atlantic. In 1953,
she ruled over an Empire stretching from Jamaica to
Papua New Guinea and was the head of state of 54
other territories outside the UK. By the end of her
reign, only 14 of these remained. Most recently, Barbados became the youngest republic in the world last
November, when it replaced The Queen as head of
state with an elected president, ending a three-century link between the Caribbean nation and the British
Crown. In the last decade of her reign and life, Britain faced challenges- a weakening economy, separat-
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ecade of her reign and life, Britain faced challenges- a weakening economy, separatist movements
in Scotland, tensions with the EU, the pandemic
and political failures. She maintained her public
poise as her Empire faded away and her family
weathered controversy after controversy- the divorce of the then Prince and Princess of Wales
and her other children, the controversial affair
between Charles and Camilla- now Queen Consort, the death of Princess Diana, the accusations
of sexual transgressions faced by Prince Andrew and the anti-monarchy protests in the 90s.
Queen Elizabeth II lived and reigned through
peace and war, victories and losses, a diminishing empire and a growing commonwealth. She
met 13 US presidents and 5 popes and appointed
179 different individuals as Prime Ministers in
the many countries where she ruled as Queen.
It wasn’t about meeting people for her, it was
the impression that she made- the entire world
knew who the Queen was. She was indeed the
most famous woman in the world, portrayed in
more than one hundred films and TV shows.
Perhaps her most enduring legacy is the way in
which she ruled, and her stoic devotion to her
countries and commonwealth. Before her coronation, to get used to the immense weight of
St. Edward’s Crown resting upon her head, she
used to practise by wearing it at breakfast. A
young 25-year-old Princess Elizabeth Alexandra Mary Windsor, who never expected to be
queen initially, wore The Crown as the Queen
of the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, Pakistan and Ceylon; and in a way, she never took it off again.
Aryaman Yadav
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Veiled Minds Imposing
Veiled Heads
In the memory of Mahsa Zhina Aminithe brave Iranian

She would have turned 23 in two days, and would
start studying Microbiology at university. That
was her dream. Now, the inscription on her gravestone reads “She is not dead. She will live forever and become a symbol of revolution.” She was
killed for two strands of hair. Mahsa Amini has
become the voice of Iranians, especially of Iranian
women. On September 13, Mahsa, a 22 year old
Kurdish girl from Iranian Kurdistan was arrested by the Islamic Republic’s “Morality Police” in
the capital city Tehran for wearing an “improper Hijab”. She was detained and ruthlessly beaten by the police, and three days later, while still
in detention, Mahsa died. Her death marked the
beginning of a series of ferocious protests against
the Islamic Regime across Iran- men and women out on streets burning headscarves, chanting
death to the government and the Islamic Revolution. This is no small incident by any means in
Iran- this is a country where taking off your hijab
gives you a more severe punishment than murderers. The government released a statement and
a heavily edited video showing Mahsa Amini died
of a heart attack. However, eyewitnesses confirm
the inhumane treatment Mahsa underwent due to
not covering her hair. This is not something new
to Iran. Iranian women have several times, in the
past, gone through miserable treatment for not
covering up. Mahsa’s death, however, was a turning point. Rarely has Iran since the days of the
infamous Islamic revolution seen a protest larger
than this. Iranian women throughout the world
protested Mahsa’s death by burning headscarves
and cutting their hair in public. The Police even
cracked down on university students in Tehran.

of. When Iran’s first university, Tehran University
opened in 1936, it admitted both men and women.
In 1963, women acquired the right to vote and run
for parliament. The Shah had female bodyguards.
Under the Family Protection Law, women won the
right to petition for divorce and gain child custody.
Husbands could no longer solely divorce their
wives or automatically achieve custody of children.
The marriage age for girls was raised from 13 to
18. Men needed the court’s permission to practice
polygamy. By 1978, the eve of Iran’s notorious
revolution, 22 women sat in parliament and 333
women served on elected local councils. Two
million women were in the workforce, more than
146,000 of them in the civil service. Women could
be with men, dress the way they liked and travel
freely. They could live like normal human beings.
All of this, however, changed for the worse in
1979. The Islamic revolution politicised the very
existence of Iranian women. The new theocratic
dictatorship gradually slid
back decades of progress
in
women’s
rights.
Women were expelled
from
government
positions.
All
females, including
young girls,
were

Mahsa’s story is an unfortunate one. Hundreds
of Mahsas have been put to death in Iran since
the Islamic Revolution in 1979. In the Pahlavi
Era, before 1979, women of Iran enjoyed equality
and freedom that present Iranian women dream
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For the freedom of dancing in the streets
For the moment of fear for kissing
For my sister, your sister, our sisters
For changing the corroded brains
For the embarrassment due to empty pockets
For the yearning for a normal life
For the dreams of the dumpster diving kids
For this autocratic economy
For this polluted air
For Vali-’asr and its withered trees
For Piruz and his imminent extinction
For the massacred innocent dogs
For the non-stop cryings
For the dream of reminiscing this moment in
history
For a laughing face
For the students, For the future
For this mandatory paradise
For the imprisoned intellectuals
For the Afghan children
For all these unrepeated wherefores
For all these empty promises
For the weight of the wreckage of chaffy
houses
For the worthless slogans
For the sun after a long night
For the psychotic meds and insomnia
For men, fatherland, prosperity
For the sake of the girls wishing they were
born a boy
For women, life, freedom
For freedom
For freedom
For freedom

forced to observe the Hijab. For the next few
decades, the bravery of Iranian women to
regain their rights became one of the most
dynamic movements in history. Under Ayatollah
Khomeini, Iran’s new dictatorship prioritised
Islamic traditions over modern ones. One of the
government’s first acts was to suspend the Family
Protection Law and dismantle Family Courts.
Men were once again free to divorce their wives
by a simple declaration of words; they also gained
exclusive custody of their children. Women could
no longer file for divorce, and they lost the right
to child custody. Restrictions on polygamy were
also abolished. The marriage age for girls was
reduced to puberty, which is nine under Islamic
law. In 1981, parliament approved the Islamic
Law of Retribution, introducing flogging, stoning
and payment of blood money for crimes ranging
from adultery to violation of Islamic dress codes.
Professionally, women were systematically pushed
into jobs that were seen as “traditionally feminine”
, such as teaching and nursing. On public grounds,
the Islamic Republic’s policies were more than
eccentric and ruthless. Hijab was imposedshowing even a strand of hair became punishable,
with penalties ranging from heavy monetary
fines to 70 lashes. The regime also attempted
to segregate men and women in public places.
Letting your hair blow in the wind is a crime in
Iran! The biggest war on feminism and human
rights is happening in Iran, NOW. If you’re
living under the sun and being silent, you don’t
get to talk about women’s rights anymore!

“Baraaye”. Written by Shervin
Hajipour, who was arrested by
the spineless Iranian regime
for composing this anthem.

- Aryaman Yadav
XI
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Distrust in Liz Truss

History has borne witness to controversial leaders by the likes of Moummar Gadaffi, Saddam
Hussain and Richard Nixon. But recent British History has revealed a controversial leader
of another cadre. Liz Truss inherited a Great
Britain that, to put it lightly, was in a state of
a fix. The poor state of the nation’s economy,
supplemented by growing discontent with the
Boris Johnson government that had been riddled with controversy especially after incessant partygate scandals which entailed parties hosted by the Prime Minister in breach
of existing COVID-19 health restrictions and
supplemented with the deep loss of morale
following the passing of Queen Elizabeth II.

On the 7th of July 2022, Boris Johnson announced his resignation from the post of Prime
Minister of Great Britain. The resignation however, did not come as a surprise to anybody. Since
8th December 2021, numerous leaks and allegations became evidently clear to the world about
his repetitive parties during the pandemic in
lieu of the then imposed health restrictions. The
ensuing partygate scandal rocked the nation,
the conservative party, the cabinet and Boris
Johnson himself. As political pressure mounted
from the public and opposition, cracks emerged
in Britain’s leadership and a series of resignations followed. Beginning from the Downing
Street Press Secretary Allegra Stratton. On the
6th of June 2022, the required threshold for letters of no confidence were reached and a vote
confidence was held. The vote emerged with
confidence in Johnson’s leadership but many
saw his position weakened. Subsequently, on
5th July, Rishi Sunak the then Chancellor of the
Exchequer and Sadiq Javid the Health Secretary
among others, resigned pushing Johnson to finally announce his resignation on the 7th. The
loss of leadership in the Conservative party left
some shoes to fill both as leader of the party and
Prime Minister. In the ensuing race, Rishi Sunak
and Liz Truss were locked in a race to become
the next Prime Minister of Great Britain. As
the conservative party turned to the ballots
for the leadership election and indirectly the

for the leadership election and indirectly the decision
for who is to become the new British PM. Finally on
the 5th of September Liz Truss emerged as a favorite and the Conservative Party with her as the new
leader and PM.The Truss Government began with a
shaky start. On the 6th of September 2022, Truss was
officially anointed by Queen Elizabeth II in Balmoral
Castle, Scotland. Two days later, the Queen passed
away, sending the nation into a state of mourning. If
the incumbent mourning wasn’t enough, a proposal for tax cuts sent the British Pound into a skyfall,
as the value of the pound plummeted. The proposed
mini-budget that proposed cutting taxation significantly, abolishing the 45% top income tax rate, cutting the basic rate of income tax, canceling rises in
national insurance contributions and corporation
tax, abolishing the proposed Health and Social Care
Levy, and cutting stamp duty, policies that were to be
funded by borrowing. The mini-budget was opposed
by almost every entity, the International Monetary
Fund, US president Joe Biden, the Labor Party and
within Truss’s own party. In a move that surprised no
one Kwasi Karteng, the Chancellor of the Exchequer
was removed and replaced by Jeremy Hunt who reversed the decisions and raised stamp duties. Jeremy
Hunt also reduced the energy price guarantee from 2
years to six months. On 20 October, succumbing to
political pressure from her party and the public Liz
Truss resigned. In her final speech she stated her intention to resign as prime minister saying that “given
the situation”, she could not “deliver the mandate” on
which she was elected by the Conservative Party. Rishi Sunak became the new Conservative Party Leader
and new PM, unopposed. Sunak is now the first Asian
PM, first PM of color and first Hindu PM. At 42 years
he is also one of the youngest PM’s in a long time.

Liz Truss’s premiership, might have been a political
failure on part of the Conservative party. However,
many argue that it was necessary to cushion the party’s
landing, in light of recent political controversy. Moreover it has allowed the crossing of new barriers that allow Britain to transcend into a truly modern society.
-Arush Kaintura
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Conservative
PARTY

Complex

As individuals, we are interested in the politics of
our respective countries; however, the political saga
in the United Kingdom has caught the attention of
people all across the globe. Why will not they be
interested in the political affairs of the UK? There
was a time when the UK had ruled over 25% of
the world’s population & was the most prosperous
country in terms of wealth generation. Presently,
will anyone believe that UK’s economy is in freefall? Will anyone believe that 2 prime ministers have
resigned within 6 months? Will anyone believe that
Liz Truss is the shortest-serving PM of the United Kingdom? On top of that inflation has reached
double-digits & ever-increasing energy prices have.

It all started when Boris Johnson had to resign due
to external & internal pressures after being exposed
to the Party-Gate scandal. At that time, there was
fierce competition for the next PM candidate within the Conservative party as 6 candidates contested
for the PM office through various rounds of voting
amongst the conservative party. Meanwhile, UK’s
economy was slipping at an alarming rate after Boris
Government announced sanctions on Russian energy imports & with rigid trade policies after Brexit. To
save the country at the darkest hour, strong economic reforms were required. The most prosperous candidates to succeed Boris Johnson were Rishi Sunak,
Chief Secretary to the Treasury, & Liz Truss, Secretary of State for Foreign, Commonwealth, and Development Affairs of the United Kingdom. Exit polls
& results from previous rounds indicated a possible
victory for Rishi Sunak; however, with political developments & possible cases of racism ( a story for
another day ), Rishi lost the elections, Liz Truss was
sworn in as PM of the United Kingdom. Although,
she only managed to keep her office for mere 43 days,
what decision did she take or not take, which ultimately forced her to resign as the 70th prime minister? Firstly to ensure damage control, a mini-budget was introduced, the main aim was to reduce
taxes from 25% to 18% & to introduce government
bonds to finance raising energy costs. As predicted
by Rishi Sunak correctly in his own words “I told you
so”; as he had asserted during the contest with Liz
Truss that her tax cut plan would result in a market
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rout. The Economic situation further deteriorated,
which forced the Liz Truss government to undo
its actions & to indefinitely Truss had to sack her
chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng soon after taking office.
Lastly, Truss sold herself to the rank and hierarchy
of party members by offering them tax policies that
were tailored entirely to their needs rather than reflecting the needs or priorities of the wider country.
There is nothing which can be done, rather it is
time to introspect about the mistakes made by Liz
Truss & her predecessors. To come up with a plan
of action best suited to the needs & priorities of the
wider country & its residents. Furthermore, Rishi
Sunak has now become the favourite
candidate to succeed Liz Truss, for
his strong economic augmentation.
Surprisingly, Boris Johnson has
gained wide support to continue
his stint as PM. . Whatever
being been said, the UK
needs a strong leader to
help them sail through the
darkest times of their history.
said, the UK needs a strong
leader to help them sail
through
the
darkest
times of their history.
Parth Tiwari
XII
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Back to Mussolini?

Italy is a nation with a history of unceasing
political conflicts and distressing views since
the beginning of the 21st century. This reflects
Italy hosting its 70th democratic elections
so soon. When the baton was turned towards
politics, people say that the governing
system of a country and the nature of a
political party both are molded and carefully
nurtured through their rich culture, people’s
beliefs, the vivid past, and the lifestyle that
has been followed since the beginning of time.
Change is the only constant in nature, it is
inevitable. People change, their points of view
and values change and so do governments,
sometimes they are toppled by brute forces,
and sometimes they are elected through a
procedure that the majority of the
world follows and calls democracy.
Untimely elections were held in Italy on the
25th of September 2022, and it’s most likely
that Brothers of Italy (Fratelli d’Italia, FDI)
will win this election emerging on top of their
coalition government comprising 3 prominent
parties with Italy finally receiving its first
female democratic representative. This round
of the Italian Election was triggered when
the Five-Star Movement abruptly withdrew its
support for, for now, ex-Prime Minister Mario
Draghi’s technocratic government in July 2022.
The last election, in 2018, brought the FiveStar Movement to power in coalition with
Matteo Salvini’s right-wing populist League.
Salvini later withdrew from the coalition

after which the Five-Star Movement formed
a new government with the centre-left
Democratic Party. Then in 2022, almost
all parties in the coalition supported the
appointment of Mario Draghi as Prime
minister.Hours after Draghi’s resignation
announcement,
Italian
President
Sergio Matarelli announced a 70day timeline for an early election.
Fratelli d’Italia (Brothers of Italy) managed
to secure 26% of the total votes, unlike the
last term where they were limited to just a
total of 9.7%. The newly emerging partly has
Georgia Meloni at the top of its food chain
pulling the strings from behind with her
far-right, fascist views. So far, the socalled”centre-right coalition” is dominating the
elections with an upper dominating hand in
the pond, currently, they stand at 63% of the
total
votes,
which
makes
them
the
largest
coalition
amongst
their
contestants
and
includes
4 parties, including Georgia Meloni’s
Brothers of Italy; Matteo Salvini’s Northern
League; and Silvio Berlusconi’s Go Italy
with, of course, Georgia Meloni’s party
emerging as the largest amongst the 4 in the
coalition.Brothers of Italy, (FDI) is a party that
originally has its roots buried, and is deeply
associated with racism, and discrimination,
The following scenario is worsened with the
introduction of its new representative Georgia
Meloni who is said to be historically racist
with neo-Nazism and extremist beliefs with
a fascist opinion on everything that crosses
her mind. Meloni has been free to claim that
her part has shaken off its “fascist past” even
though she espouses hardline views, on the
other hand, her racism is evident in her views
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on immigration as a form of
“invasion” some might say
that Italy is in jeopardy as it
might be under the
leadership of the wrong
person with sketchy and
shakable views. Meloni
also opposes same-sex marriage, and memorial for the tenure of the man
wants to put significant curbs on access to considered one of if not the best Italian
abortion to address the “emergency” of Italy’s Prime Ministers of all time-Mario Draghi.
declining birth rate and has made explicit
references to Europe’s supposed “JudeoChristian” roots. The latter is a common
Islamophobic trope that has long formed a
key part of European far-right ideology. One
might also say that Meloni was blessed with
- Tejas Agarwal & Jossh
luck as She is a canny social media operator
XI
and expert strategist, but her
path has been cleared by many
figures that came before her.
Salvini now follows her lead
but his work to shift the
Overton window of what is
mainstream in politics has
made her the politician she is
today. That was a process that
took years and unfolded in
front of our very eyes, and we
have neglected the truth hiding
in plain sight for much too long
In a nutshell, with the new
government in play under the
guidance of Meloni, This comes
as a warning to the rest of the
world of what is to come in
the EU political scene, seeing
the
conservative
views
of the will-be prime
minister nurtured by the
equally conservative
umbrella
of
her
party
alongside
serving
as
a
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The Horrors of The Satanic Verses
On the 12th of October, an acknowledged and controversial author Salman Rushdie was in
New York to establish his presence at an event. Now, that sounds very normal for an author,
but what happened later on, was shocking and shameful for the society, and freedom of speech.
Out of a sudden, a man initiated an attack on Salman Rushdie, he stabbed, or punched Salman
continuously. His abdominal area, liver and eyes were subjected to constant damage. A raw mobile
footage has also been found, and America, not being new to such event, managed to see another
example of terror. Fortunately, there was a doctor present in the audience, and he was stabilised
him right there and was later taken to the Hospital. It’s very unfortunate how we see such events on
a regular basis, and now that these events force us to be shamed, but not shocked. The recent news
here, is that, the situation has stabilised, but Salman was in trouble for a long time. So, now we come
to the dominating question of this whole scenario, what led to this situation, and who executed
this attack on the an established author, and, along with that freedom of speech and expression?
According to the recent news, there was a twenty-four year old man, who managed to force a man full
of ideas and expression to be on the ventilator with him being unable to even utter a word. Though,
Police captured the person responsible for this within minutes from the attack. The person identified himself as Hadi Matar, from New Jersey. It has not been identified, but the person is sympathetic
to Shia Extremism. On his social media account, it has been found that, he braces the ideas of Oasem Solemani, which leads us to a conclusion that, he has his empathies, and sympathies with Iran.
It is speculated that the attack has been subjected because of a thirty-three year old Fatwa
pronounced by Ruhollah Khomeini. This Fatwa was pronounced because of the book
written by Salman Rushdie. The book stated ‘The Satanic Verses’ it is also claimed to
be one of the most controversial books in the recent history. Now, the interesting part
here is that the predator in this case executed the fatwa which is older than him. This
is the level of hatred rooted in us, and, we are unnecessarily quarrelling over irrelevant
ideas, which we don’t know implemented. Apparently, Ruhollah Khomeini announced
that there is no need to implement the Fatwa, but it was never officially taken back.
The Satanic Verses of 1989 is a book which challenges the ideas of Islam, and now that’s enough to
put on riots. In this book, a character questions the ideas of Islam, and poses religious texts along
with it. It’s basic criticism, not not hatred. Hatred is what is inclined towards the other side. Bloodshed, violence and instability is the only gift we’ve got from the other side; the side of intolerable
inflated egos. We might question every religion’s ideas, but we as a society are hypocritical. We have
our biases, and we need to understand that no community’s ideas are perfect in nature. What this
instance shows us is that, intolerance is subjected to us since we are born. If we can’t handle criticism
as a society or as a community, we clearly have no right to question the other case in the scenario.
Now what lies ahead of us? Are we still going to embrace the ideas of violence, just because we
don’t have the guts to stand against? What we need is knowledge, and acknowledgement of the
unethical here. Hatred is so deeply rooted in us, that we accuse others of violence while we
ourselves have knife in our pockets. The person in context who attacked wasn’t born with a
radical ideology, it has been rooted in him, in fragments. We need to escape the ideology of
blaming, and move on to actual reforms. If a person today, in 2022, can’t walk without threats, it’s
a shame on us as a society. What do we do about the people who have been affected because of
these constant threats? While people can’t travel, can’t reunite, and can’t express themselves. We
need to question our whole being, and then we might get a response saying ‘the world is on fire’.
-Pranay Singh Dhaka
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ARMENIA VS AZERBAIJAN CONFLICT
In the South Caucasus, a territory bounded by
Russia, Georgia, and the Middle East, fighting
has erupted once more between Armenia and
Azerbaijan, two former Soviet republics and
longtime rivals. Since the late 1980s, the two
neighbouring nations have been at odds over territorial claims. Periodic incidents of violence have
occasionally escalated into full-scale conflict. This
month saw the resumption of hostilities between
Armenia and Azerbaijan in the bloodiest wave
of violence since 2020, according to officials. The
bloodshed was temporarily stopped by a cease-fire
agreement. When the Soviet Union disintegrated
in 1991, territorial disputes between Armenia and
Azerbaijan were already well underway. The Nagorno-Karabakh region, an enclave of Armenians
in Azerbaijan, has been the focal point of tensions.
Even though Armenia claims the region, it is widely acknowledged that it belongs to Azerbaijan.
Armenia took control of Nagorno-Karabakh and
several neighbouring districts as a result of a conflict in the mountainous region in the early 1990s
that resulted in an estimated 30,000 deaths and 1
million displaced persons. According to the Crisis Group, things changed in 2020 when the
two countries engaged in a new conflict, with
Azerbaijan retaking a significant section of Nagorno-Karabakh and surrounding regions with
the aid of its ally Turkey. Later, Russia mediated
a cease-fire, sending a peacekeeping force to police the rest of Nagorno-Karabakh, which is still
under the control of local pro-Armenian authorities. The most recent wave of violence, which
has taken place not only in and around NagornoKarabakh but also along the Armenia-Azerbaijan border and even within Armenia, has been
blamed on both sides and represents a significant
escalation in the conflict. Before the cease-fire on
Wednesday, Armenia reported 105 service members dead and six civilians injured, while Azerbaijan reported 71 service members killed and two civilians injured. When Nancy Pelosi, the speaker of
the House, and other American officials arrived in
Armenia, the cease-fire was still in effect. Pelosi

Pelosi accused Azerbaijan of carrying out
quot illegal attacks&quot; on Armenia, drawing a sharp reaction from that country, which
referred to her words as quot;Armenian misinformation&quot; that could re-inflame the
conflict. The 2020 peace deal between Armenia and Azerbaijan was mediated by Russia,
which has long worked to keep the peace in
this Caucasus region while being a military
ally of Armenia under a regional security
arrangement. But this time, the conflict in
Ukraine, where the Kremlin’s military effort
has suffered grave reverses during a counteroffensive by Ukrainian forces, has put Russia’s
role to the test once more.
According to Paul Stronski of the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, quot;the
timing of this is important because Russia actually cannot aid Armenia at this precise moment quot. The timing and the fact that Russia is occupied undoubtedly contributed to
what at this point appears to be an Azerbaijani offensive quot The most recent fighting
has now spread outside of the Nagorno-Karabakh enclave and is now taking place along
the Armenian-Azerbaijani border, raising
the possibility of a &quot;direct state-to-state
conflict,&quot; according to Stronski. Russia
and NATO member Turkey are both significant arms exporters to Azerbaijan, further
complicating the situation. Azerbaijan is a
significant supplier of oil and gas to Europe,
where many nations are attempting to lessen their dependency on Russian energy as a
result of supply problems brought on by the
conflict in Ukraine.
-VISHAL KUMAR GUPTA
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This DAY, That YEAR
28th October

1790
1790

Spain, yielding to British
demands, signed the convention that resolved the
Nootka Sound controversy.
On this day in 1886 U.S.
President Grover Cleveland officially dedicated
the Statue of Liberty—a
gift from the people of
France to the people of the
United States—on Bedloe’s (later Liberty) Island
in Upper New York Bay.

1914

American physician and
medical researcher Jonas
Salk, who developed the
first safe and effective vaccine for polio, was born.

1962

Soviet
Premier
Nikita
Khrushchev capitulated to
U.S. demands to halt delivery of nuclear-armed missiles to Cuba, bringing to an
end the Cuban missile crisis.

1962

Prime Minister Nehru replies to Premier Zhou of
China expressing his will to
return to peace and friendly relations and a return to
the borders existing prior
to the 8th September, after Zhou Enlai wrote to
Nehru proposing peace.

1971

Great Britain launched Prospero, its first Earth satellite.
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This DAY, That YEAR
29th October

312

Constantine the Great enters Rome after his victory at the Battle of the
Milvian Bridge, stages
a grand adventus in the
city, and is met with popular jubilation. Maxentius’ body is fished out of
the Tiber and beheaded.

1390

First trial for witchcraft
in Paris leading to the
death of three people.

1709

The community of Cistercian nuns at Port-Royal, an
abbey in France, was dispersed and exiled to other
convents because of their involvement with Jansenism.

1923

The Republic of Turkey
was established, largely
through the efforts of Kemal
Atatürk, who is considered
the country’s founder and
served as its first president.

1956

Israel’s
army
attacked
Egypt in the Sinai Peninsula in a fight for control
of the Suez Canal area.

2015

15

It was announced that
China was ending its
one-child policy; beginning in 2016, couples
could have two children.
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